# ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Supplies List for Grades 1-2

## KID DIE SET A
- [ ] No.2 pencils
- [ ] Erasers
- [ ] Sharpeners
- [ ] Zippered pencil bag
- [ ] Spiral notebooks (wide-lined)

## KID DIE SET B
- [ ] Dry erase markers
- [ ] Washable markers
- [ ] Crayons
- [ ] Highlighters
- [ ] Pocket folders

## KID DIE SET C
- [ ] Ruler-12”
- [ ] Colored pencil
- [ ] Indexed cards (ruled)
- [ ] Glue sticks
- [ ] Construction paper (assorted)

## KID DIE SET D
- [ ] Blunt-tipped scissors
- [ ] Ballpoint pens
- [ ] Backpack & Lunchbox
- [ ] Hand sanitizer
- [ ] Box of tissues